
August 23, 1968 

Dr. James Rhoads 
erchivist of the United States 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Dr. Rhoads, 

In the Warren Commission GAI FBI file 5re references to documents that 
apparently are not in that file and of which 1 would appreciate copies if you 
can locate them. 

The February 24, 1964 memo by Mr. Hubert referents rumors of the 
oonneotion of Lee Harvey Oswald with the FBI originating in New Crleans and 
San Eroticism, or of re-lore of other origins referring to his having bad such 
connections in those cities. it also refers to a Dallas document involving 
an Agent hove in the Dallas °face that I should like to have. 

Pertinent to this subject, exhibits were prepared for the members of 

the Commiseion in their January 27 executive session. I would appreciate a 
copy of the agenda for that session and of each of the exhibits. 

I would also like ell similar informetion relating to the CIA end 
any reports or rumors that Oswald was so connected* 

If there wee an agenda for the January 22 executive session, or any 
written notice or memo of verbal notice or any exhibits or notes made isfore, 

during or after it, I would like copies of than also, please. 

I realize that s search of this kind can present problems for :four 
staff, but I w.nt to be certain that 1  have ov.,,rything relative to this 
rumor or these rumore. I have SS report 767 end the documents Mr. Verb ordered 
for we two weeks ago. If you den locate anything else, I would like it. This 
also relates to the checking of the allegations. 

If any statement was filed by ar on behalf of FBI Agent etheoe after 
the relevant testimony, I would also appreciate that or any other statements 
pertinent to this subject following the testimony of the heeds of the two 

agencies _concerned. Should there be any references of similar nature relating 
to the ONI or the DIA or Any other intelligence agency, I would like them also. 

May I again respectfelly cell your attention to the lack of response 

to my letter to Dr. Behmer regarding the release of the OSAereneedy family 
contrast? I believe I as entitled to a specific answer and I would hope the 

National Archives does not believe otherwise. 

Sincerely yours, 

Herold Weisberg 


